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1 Introduction and History
We introduce and investigate a new model of learning probability distributions from independent draws. Our model
is inspired by the popular Probably Approximately Correct (PAC) model for learning boolean functions from labeled examples [24], in the sense that we emphasize ecient
and approximate learning, and we study the learnability of
restricted classes of target distributions. The distribution
classes we examine are often de ned by some simple computational mechanism for transforming a truly random string
of input bits (which is not visible to the learning algorithm)
into the stochastic observation (output) seen by the learning algorithm. In this paper, we concentrate on discrete
distributions over f0; 1gn .
The problem of inferring an approximation to an unknown probability distribution on the basis of independent
draws has a long and complex history in the pattern recognition and statistics literature. For instance, the problem
of estimating the parameters of a Gaussian density in highdimensional space is one of the most studied statistical problems. Distribution learning problems have often been investigated in the context of unsupervised learning , in which a
linear mixture of two or more distributions is generating the
observations, and the nal goal is not to model the distributions themselves, but to predict from which distribution
each observation was drawn. Data clustering methods are a
common tool here. There is also a large literature on nonparametric density estimation, in which no assumptions are
made on the unknown target density. Nearest-neighbor approaches to the unsupervised learning problem often arise in
the nonparametric setting. While we obviously cannot do
justice to these areas here, the books of Duda and Hart [9]
and Vapnik [25] provide excellent overviews and introductions to the pattern recognition work, as well as many pointers for further reading. See also Izenman's recent survey
article [16].
Roughly speaking, our work departs from the traditional
statistical and pattern recognition approaches in two ways.
First, we place explicit emphasis on the computational complexity of distribution learning. It seems fair to say that
while previous research has provided an excellent understanding of the information-theoretic issues involved in disPermission to copy without fee all or part of this material is granted
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tribution learning | such as decay rates for the error of the
maximum likelihood procedure, unbiasedness of estimators,
and so on | little is known about how the computational
diculty of distribution learning scales with the computational e ort required either to generate a draw from the target distribution, or to compute the weight it gives to a point.
This scaling is the primary concern of this paper. Our second departure from the classical literature is a consequence
of the rst: in order to examine how this scaling behaves,
we tend to study distribution classes chosen for their circuit
complexity or computational complexity (in a sense to be
made precise), and these classes often look quite di erent
from the classically studied ones. Despite these departures,
there remains overlap between our work and the classical
research that we shall discuss where appropriate, and we of
course invoke many valuable statistical tools in the course
of our study of ecient distribution learning.
In our model, an unknown target distribution is chosen
from a known restricted class of distributions over f0; 1gn ,
and the learning algorithm receives independent random
draws from the target distribution. The algorithm also receives a con dence parameter  and an approximation parameter . The goal is to output with probability at least 1 ,
, and in polynomial time, a hypothesis distribution which
has distance at most  to the target distribution (where our
distance measure is de ned precisely later).
Our results highlight the importance of distinguishing
between two rather di erent types of representations for a
probability distribution D. The rst representation, called
an evaluator for D, takes as input any vector ~y 2 f0; 1gn ,
and outputs the real number D[~y] 2 [0; 1], that is, the weight
that ~y is given under D. The second and usually less demanding representation, called a generator for D, takes as
input a string
of truly random bits, and outputs a vector
~y 2 f0; 1gn that is distributed according to D. It turns out
that it can sometimes make a tremendous di erence whether
we insist that the hypothesis output by the learning algorithm be an evaluator or a generator.
For instance, one of our main positive results examines a
natural class in which each distribution can be generated by
a simple circuit of OR gates, but for which it is intractable to
compute the probability that a given output is generated. In
other words, each distribution in the class has a generator of
polynomial size but not an evaluator of polynomial size; thus
it appears to be unreasonable to demand that a learning algorithm's hypothesis be an evaluator. Nevertheless, we give
an ecient algorithm for perfectly reconstructing the circuit
generating the target distribution. This demonstrates the
utility of the model of learning with a hypothesis that is
a generator: despite the fact that evaluating probabilities

for these distributions is #P -hard, there is still an ecient
method for exactly reconstructing all high-order correlations
between the bits of the distribution.
We then go on to give an ecient algorithm for learning distributions generated by simple circuits of parity gates.
This algorithm outputs a hypothesis that can act as both an
evaluator and a generator, and the algorithm relies on an interesting reduction of the distribution learning problem to a
related PAC problem of learning a boolean function from labeled examples. In the part of our work that touches most
closely on classically studied problems, we next give two
di erent and incomparable algorithms for learning distributions that are linear mixtures of Hamming balls, a discrete
version of mixtures of Gaussians.
We then turn our attention to hardness results for distribution learning. We show that under an assumption about
the diculty of learning parity functions with classi cation
noise in the PAC model (a problem closely related to the
long-standing coding theory problem of decoding a random
linear code), the class of distributions de ned by probabilistic nite automata is not eciently learnable when the hypothesis must be an evaluator. Interestingly, if the hypothesis is allowed to be a generator, we are able to prove intractability only for the rather powerful class of distributions
generated by polynomial-size circuits. The intractability results, especially those for learning with a hypothesis that
is allowed to be a generator, seem to require methods substantially di erent from those used to obtain hardness in the
PAC model.
We conclude with a discussion of a class of distributions
that is arti cial, but that has a rather curious property. The
class is not eciently learnable if the hypothesis must be
an evaluator, but is eciently learnable if the hypothesis is
allowed to be a generator | but apparently only if the hypothesis is allowed to store the entire sample of observations
drawn during the learning process. A function class with
similar properties in the PAC model (that is, a class that is
PAC learnable only if the hypothesis memorizes the training
sample) provably does not exist [22]. Thus this construction
is of some philosophical interest, since it is the rst demonstration of a natural learning model in which the converse to
Occam's Razor | namely, that ecient learning implies efcient compression | may fail. Note that this phenomenon
is fundamentally computational in nature, since it is wellestablished in many learning models (including ours) that
learning and an appropriately de ned notion of compression are always equivalent in the absence of computational
limitations.

learning algorithm, we need a measure of the distance between two probability distributions. For this we use the
well-known Kullback-Leibler divergence.n Let D and D^ be
two probability distributions over f0; 1g . Then
X
KL(DjjD^ ) =
D[~y] log D^ [~y]
D[~y]
y~2f0;1gn
where D[~y] denotes the probability assigned to ~y under D.
Note that the Kullback-Leibler divergence is not actually a
metric due to its asymmetry.
One can think of the Kullback-Leibler divergence in coding-theoretic terms. Suppose we use a code that is optimal
for outputs drawn according to the distribution D^ in order
to encode outputs drawn according to the distribution D.
Then KL(DjjD^ ) measures how many additional bits we use
compared to an optimal code for D.
The Kullback-Leibler divergence is the most standard
notion of the di erence between distributions, and has been
studied extensively in the information theory literature. One
of its nicest properties is that it upper bounds other natural
distance measures such as the L1 distance:
X
L1 (D; D^ ) =
jD[~y] , D^ [~y]j:
~y2f0;1gn

Thus it can be shown [8] that we always have
q

2 ln 2 KL(DjjD^ )  L1 (D; D^ ):
It is also
easily veri ed that if D is any distribution over
f0; 1gn and U is the uniform distribution, then KL(DjjU ) 
n (since we can always encode each output of U using n
bits). Thus, the performance of the \random guessing" hypothesis has at worst Kullback-Leibler divergence n, and
this will form our measuring stick for the performance of
\weak learning" algorithms later in the paper. Another useful fact is that KL(DjjD^ )  0 always, with equality only
when D^ = D.
Since we are interested in the computational complexity
of distribution learning, we rst need to de ne a notion of
the complexity of a distribution. For our results it turns
out to be crucial to distinguish between distributions that
can be only generated eciently, and distributions that can
be both generated and evaluated eciently. Similar distinctions have been made before in the context of average-case
complexity [2, 13]. We now make these notions precise. We
start by de ning an ecient generator.
De nition 1 Let Dn be a class of distributions over f0; 1gn .
We say that Dn has polynomial-size generators if there are
polynomials p() and r() such that for any n  1, and
for any distribution D 2 Dn , there is a circuit GD , of
size at most p(n) and with r(n) input bits and n output
bits, whose induced distribution on f0; 1gn is exactly D when
the distribution of the r(n) input bits is uniform. Thus, if
~r 2 f0; 1gr(n) is a randomly chosen vector, then the random
variable GD (~r) is distributed according to D. We call GD a
generator for D.
Next we de ne an ecient evaluator.
De nition 2 Let Dn be a class of distributions over f0; 1gn .
We say that Dn has polynomial-size evaluators if there is a
polynomial p() such that for any n  1, and for any distribution D 2 Dn , there is a circuit ED , of size nat most p(n)
and with n input bits, that on input ~y 2 f0; 1g outputs the

2 Preliminaries
In this section, we describe our model of distribution learning. Our approach is directly in uenced by the popular PAC
model for learning boolean functions from labeled examples [24], in that we assume the unknown target distribution
is chosen from a known class of distributions that are characterized by some simple computational device for generating
independent observations or outputs. Although we focus
on then learnability of discrete probability distributions over
f0; 1g , the de nitions are easily extended to distributions
and densities over other domains.
For any natural number n  1, let Dn be a class of probability distributions over f0; 1gn . Throughout the paper, we
regard n as a complexity parameter, and when considering
the class Dn it is understood that our goal is to nd a learning algorithm that works for any value of n, in time polynomial in n (and other parameters to be discussed shortly).
In order to evaluate the performance of a distribution
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of n OR gates, each of fan-in at most k, such that when
truly random input bits are given to the circuit, the resulting induced distribution on the n output bits is exactly
D. Note that if every gate in such a circuit has fan-in exceeding log(2n2 =), then the output of the circuit is ~1 with
probability at least 1 , =2n, and such a distribution is trivially learnable both with a generator and with an evaluator.
(Consider the evaluatornthat assigns ~1 probability 1 , =2n
and probability =(2n(2 , 1)) to any other vector; this evaluator is -good.) However, even for a xed k there can be
correlations of arbitrarily high order in a k-OR distribution,
because there are no restrictions on the fan-out of the inputs to the circuit. Thus, in some sense the smaller values
of k are the most interesting. Also, note thatnwithout loss
of generality any k-OR distribution over f0; 1g has at most
kn inputs (corresponding to the case where each output gate
has a disjoint set of inputs and is therefore independent of
all other outputs).
Letn OR kn denote the class of all k-OR distributions over
f0; 1g . What should we expect of a learning algorithm
for the class OR kn ? We begin by giving evidence that it
would be overly ambitious to ask for an algorithm that learnsk
with an evaluator, since polynomial-size evaluators for OR n
probably do not even exist:

binary representation
of the probability assigned to ~y by D.
Thus, if ~y 2 f0; 1gn , then ED (~y) is the weight of ~y under D.
We call ED an evaluator for D.

All of the distribution classes studied in this paper have
polynomial-size generators, but only some of them also have
polynomial-size evaluators. Thus, we are interested both in
algorithms that output hypotheses that are ecient generators only, and algorithms that output hypotheses that are
ecient evaluators as well. To judge the performance of
these hypotheses, we introduce the following notions.
De nition 3 Let D be a distribution over f0; 1gn , and let
G be a circuit taking r(n) input bits and producing n output bits. Then we say that G is an -good generator for D
if KL(DjjG)  , where KL(DjjG) denotes the KullbackLeibler divergence of D and the induced distribution of G on
f0; 1gn (when the distribution of the r(n) input bits to G is
uniform). If E is a circuit with n input bits, we say that E is
an -good evaluator for D if KL(DjjE )  , where KL(DjjE )
denotes the Kullback-Leibler divergence of D and the distribution on f0; 1gn de ned by the mapping E : f0; 1gn !
[0; 1].
We are now ready to de ne our learning protocol. Let
Dn be a distribution class. When learning a particular target
distribution D 2 Dn , a learning algorithm is given access to
the oracle GEN (nD) that runs in unit time and returns a
vector ~y 2 f0; 1g that is distributed according to D. We
will often refer to a draw from GEN (D) as an observation
from D.
De nition 4 Let Dn be a class of distributions. We say
that Dn is eciently learnable with a generator (evaluator,
respectively) if there is an algorithm that, when given inputs
 > 0 and 0 <   1 and access to GEN (D) for any unknown
target distribution D 2 Dn , runs in time polynomial in 1=,
1= and n and outputs a circuit G (E , respectively) that with
probability at least 1 ,  is an -good generator (evaluator,
respectively) for D.
We will make use of several variations of this de nition.
First of all, we will say Dn is (eciently) exactly learnable
(either with a generator or with an evaluator) if the resulting hypothesis achieves Kullback-Leibler divergence 0 to the
target (with high probability). In the opposite vein, we also
wish to allow a notion of weak learning , in which the learning
algorithm, although unable to obtain arbitrarily small error,
still achieves some xed but nontrivial accuracy. Thus, for
any xed  > 0 (possibly a function of n and ), we say
that Dn is (eciently) -learnable with a generator or an
evaluator, respectively, if the learning algorithm nds an good generator or evaluator, respectively. In cases where
our algorithms do not run in polynomial time but in quasipolynomial time, or in cases where we wish to emphasize the
dependence of the running time on some particular parameters of the problem, we may replace \eciently learnable"
by an explicit bound on the running time.

Theorem 1 For any k  3, there is a xed sequence of
fan-in k OR-gate circuits C1 ; : : : ; Cn ; : : : such that it is #P hard to determine for a given ~y 2 f0; 1gn the probability that
~y is generated by Cn . In other words, ORkn does not have
polynomial-size evaluators, unless #P  P=poly .
Proof: We use the fact that exactly counting the number

of satisfying assignments to a monotone 2-CNF formula is a
#P -complete problem [23]. The circuit Cn will have inputs
x1 ; : : : ; xn that will correspond to the variables of a monotone 2-CNF formula, and also inputs zi;j for each possible
monotone clause (xi _ xj ). The outputs will consist of the
\control" outputs wi;j , each of which is connected to only
the input zi;j , and the outputs yi;j , each of which is connected to zi;j , xi and xj . The fan-in of each output gate is
at most 3.
Now given a monotone 2-CNF formula f , we create a
setting for the outputs of Cn as follows: for each clause
(xi _ xj ) appearing in f , we set wi;j to 0, and the rest of the
wi;j are set to 1. The yi;j are also all set to 1. Let us call
the resulting setting of the outputs ~v. Note that the e ect of
setting a wi;j is to force its only input zi;j to assume the same
value. If this value is 1, then the condition yi;j = 1 is already
satis ed (and thus we have \deleted" the clause (xi _ xj )),
and if this value is 0, then yi;j = 1 will be satis ed only if
xi = 1 or xj = 1 (and thus we have included the clause).
It is easy to verify that if ` = n(n , 1)=2 is the number of
possible clauses, `then the probability that ~v is generated by
Cn is exactly 1=2 times the probability that the formula f is
satis ed by a random assignment of its inputs, which in turn
yields the number of satisfying assignments. (Theorem 1)
Since the distributions in OR kn probably do not have
polynomial-size evaluators, it is unlikely that this class is
eciently learnable with an evaluator. The kmain result of
this section is that for small values of k, OR n is in fact efciently learnable with a generator, even when we insist on
exact learning (that is,  = 0). This result provides motivation for the model of learning with a generator: despite the
fact that evaluating probabilities is intractable for this class,
we can still learn to perfectly generate the distribution, and
in fact can exactly reconstruct all of the dependencies between the output bits (since the structure of the generating
circuit reveals this information).

3 Learning OR-Gate Distributions
In this section and then next, we examine two classes of distributions over f0; 1g in which each distribution can most
easily be thought of as being generated by a boolean circuit
with exactly n outputs. The distribution is the output distribution of the circuit that is induced by providing truly
random inputs to the circuit.
For any k = k(n), we say that a distribution D over
f0; 1gn is a k-OR distribution if there is a depth-one circuit
3

kn is exactly learnable with a genTheorem 2 The class
OR
2
2k+log
k+1 2

generality that if for some i, o1 ; : : : ; oi,10 are reconstructed
correctly, then for every 1  j  i , 1, Sj = Sj .
We de ne a basic block as a set of inputs that are indistinguishable with respect to the part of the target circuit
that the algorithm has correctly reconstructed so far, in that
every input in the basic block feeds exactly the same set of
gates. More formally, given the connections of the gates
o1i; : : : ; oi,1 , let us associate with each input bit xj the set
Oj = fo` : ` 2 [i , 1]; j 2 S` g, which consists of the gates in
o1 ; : : : ; oi,1 that are fed by the input xj . Then we say
that
xs and xt are in the same basic block at phase i if Osi = Oti .
The number of basic blocks in each phase is bounded by the
number of inputs, which is at most kn.
Suppose for the moment that given any basic block B
in phase i, we have a way of determining exactly how many
of the inputs in B feed the next gate oi (that is, we can
compute jSi \ B j). Then we can correctly reconstruct oi in
the following manner. For each basic block B , we connect
any subset of the inputs in B having the correct size jSi \
B j to oi . It is clear from the de nition of a basic block
that the choice of which subset of B is connected to oi is
irrelevant. If, after testing all the basic blocks, the number
r of inputs feeding oi is less than ki , then oi is connected to
ki , r additional new inputs (that is, inputs which are not
connected to any of the previously reconstructed gates). It
can easily be veri ed that if o1 ; : : : ; oi,1 were reconstructed
correctly, then after reconstructing oi as described above,
o1 ; : : : ; oi are reconstructed correctly as well.
Hence the only remaining problem is how to compute
jSi \ B j. Without loss of generality let the inputs in B feed
exactly the gates o1 ; : : : ; ol , where l  i , 1. Then we may
write
B = S1 \  \ Sl \ Sl+1 \  \ Si,1 :
This expression for B involves the intersection of i , 1 sets,
which may be as large as n , 1. The following lemma shows
that there is a much shorter expression for B .
Lemma 4 The basic block B can be expressed as an intersection of at most k sets in fS1 ; : : : ; Si,1 ; S1 ; : : : ; Si,1 g.
Proof: Pick any gate fed by the inputs in B , say o1 . If
B = S1 then we are done. Otherwise, let S = S1 , and pick
either a set Sj such that S \Sj is a proper subset of S or a set
Sj such that S \ Sj is a proper subset of S , and let S become
S \ Sj or S \ Sj , respectively. Continue adding such subsets
to the intersection S until S = B . Since initially jS j = k,
and after each new intersection the size of S becomes strictly
smaller, the number of sets in the nal intersection is at most
k.
(Lemma 4)
Based on this lemma, we can assume without loss of
generality that

erator in time O(n (2k)
(log k +log(n=))), which
is polynomial in n, kk and log 1=.
Proof: We start by giving an overview of our algorithm.
The goal of the algorithm is to construct an OR circuit which
is isomorphic (up to renaming of the input bits) to the unknown target circuit, and thus generates the same distribution. Let o1 ; : : : ; on denote the n OR gates forming the outputs of the target circuit. The algorithm works in n phases.
At any given time, the algorithm has a partial hypothesis
OR circuit, and in phase i, it \correctly reconstructs" the
connections of the ith OR gate to its inputs. It does so under
the inductive assumption that in the previous i , 1 phases it
correctly reconstructed the connections of o1 ; : : : ; oi,1 . The
term correctly reconstructed means that the connections are
correct up to isomorphism, and is formally de ned as follows.
Let Sj be the set of input bits that feed the j th OR gate
oj in the target circuit, and let Sj0 be the corresponding set
in the hypothesis OR circuit constructed by the algorithm.
Then the gates o1 ; : : : ; oi,1 have been correctly reconstructed
by
algorithm if there exists a one-to-one mapping  :
Si,the
1 S 0 ! Si,1 S , such that for every 1  j  i , 1,
j
j=1
j=1 j
(Sj0 ) = Sj , where (Sj0 ) is the image of Sj0 under . If we
correctly reconstruct all n gates of the target circuit, then by
de nition we have a circuit that is isomorphic to the target
circuit, and thus generates the same distribution.
In order to correctly reconstruct the ith gate oi , the algorithm rst determines the number of inputs feeding oi ,
and then determines which inputs feed oi . The rst task is
simple to perform. Let ki  k be the number of inputs feeding gate oi in the target circuit (that is, ki = jSi j), and let
yi denote the output of gate oi . Then Pr[yi = 0] = 1=2ki .
This probability (and hence ki ) can be computed exactly ,
with high probability, by observing O(2k ) output vectors
generated by the target circuit.
The second task, that of determining which inputs feed
gate oi , is considerably more involved. We shall eventually
show that it reduces to the problem of computing the sizes
of unions of input bit sets feeding at most 2 log k + 2 given
gates in the target circuit. The next lemma shows that
the sizes of such unions can be computed exactly with high
probability from a sample of random vectors generated by
the target circuit.
Lemma 3 There is a procedure that, given access to random outputs of the target circuit and any set of r OR gates
oi1 ; : : : ; oir of fan-in k of the target circuit, computes
jSi1 [
 [ Sir j exactly with probability at least 1 , 0 in time
O(22rk log 1=0 ).
Proof: If yi1 ; : : : ; yir are the outputs of gates oi1 ; : : : ; oir ,
let y = yi1 _ _ yir . Note that the value of y can be easily
computed for every random output vector, and

Pr[y = 1] = 1 , 1=2jSi

1

B=

t
\

j=1

where t + t  k. Hence,

[[Sir j :

jSi \ B j = Si \

Thus the procedure will simply use an estimate of Pr[y = 1]
on a suciently large random sample in the obvious way.
Since jSi1 [[Sir j  kr, the lemma follows from a Cherno
bound analysis.
(Lemma
3)
0 to be
Later,
we
will
set
r
=
2
log
k
+
2
and
x

=(n2 klog k+1 ), which implies O((2k)2k (log 2 k + log(n=)))
running time.
We now show how the problem of determining which
inputs should feed a given gate can be reduced to computations of the sizes of small unions of the Sj . For simplicity in the following presentation, we assume without loss of

!

Sj \
t
\
j=1

t\
+t

j=t+1
!

Sj \

Sj

!

t\
+t
j=t+1

!

Sj :

In order to simplify the evaluation of this expression,
we show in the next lemma that there is an equivalent expression for jSi \ B j which includes intersections of only
uncomplemented sets Sj .
Lemma 5 jSi \ B j can be expressed as a sum and di erence
of the sizes of at most 2k+1 intersections of sets in

fSi ; S1 ; : : : ; St+tg:

4

Proof: (Sketch) The lemma is proved by induction on the
number t of complemented sets in the expression for jSi \ B j
following Lemma 4. The induction step is based on the
identity that for any sets C and D, jC \ D j = jC j, jC \ Dj.
(Lemma 5)
Hence the problem of computing jSi \ B j reduces to com-

bits are given as inputs to the circuit, the resulting induced
distribution on the n output bits is exactly D.
Let PARITY n denote the class of all parity distributions
on n outputs. Unlike the class ORkn distribution, this class
has polynomial-size evaluators (see the remarks following
the proof of Theorem 8), and in fact we show that it can
be learned exactly with both a generator and an evaluator.
Perhaps the most interesting aspect of this result is that it
demonstrates a case in which a distribution learning problem
can be solved using an algorithm for a related PAC learning
problem.
Theorem 8 The class PARITY n is eciently exactly learnable with a generator and evaluator.
Proof: The learning algorithm uses as a subroutine an algorithm for learning parity functions in the PAC model [10,
15] by solving a system of linear equations over the eld
of integers modulo 2. In the current context, this subroutine receives
random examples of the form h~x; fS (~x)i, where
~x 2 f0; 1gn is chosen uniformly, and fS computes the parity
of the vector ~x on the subset S  fx1 ; : : : ; xn g. With high
probability, the subroutine determines S exactly.
Let y1 ; : : : ; yn denote the output bits of the unknown
parity circuit. Our algorithm relies on the following easy
lemma, whose proof we omit.
Lemma 9 For any i, either yi can be computed as the linear sum u1 y1 +   + ui,1 yi,1 mod 2 for some u1 ; : : : ; ui,1 2
f0; 1g, or the output bit yi is independent of y1 ; : : : ; yi,1 .
This lemma immediately suggests the following simple
learning algorithm. The rst output bit of our hypothesis
distribution will always be determined by a fair coin ip.
Now inductively at the ith phase of the learning algorithm,
we take many random output vectors ~y from the target parity distribution, and give the pairs h~y [i , 1];yi i (where ~y [i , 1]
is the rst i , 1 bits of ~y) as labeled examples to the subroutine for PAC learning parity functions. Lemma 9 shows
that either the subroutine succeeds in nding coecients
u1 ; : : : ; ui,1 giving a linear expression for yi in terms of
y1 ; : : : ; yi,1 (in which case the ith output bit of the hypothesis distribution will simply compute this linear function of
the rst i , 1 output bits), or it is impossible to nd any
such functional relationship (in which case the ith output
bit of the hypothesis distribution will be determined by a
fair coin ip). Which case has occurred is easily determined
since, if given randomly labeled examples, it can be shown
that the subroutine will fail to produce any hypothesis with
high probability. A simple inductive argument establishes
the correctness of the algorithm.
(Theorem 8)
Note that the proof establishes the fact that PARITY n
has polynomial-size evaluators. Given a vector ~y , we can use
the hypothesis of our algorithm to evaluate the probability
~y is generated as follows: let ` be the number of hypothesis
output bits determined by coin ips. Then if ~y is consistent
with the linear dependencies
of our hypothesis, the probability of generation is 1=2` , otherwise it is 0.

puting the sizes of all possible intersections among (at most)
k + 1 sets of inputs. Naively, we would explicitly compute
the sizes of all 2k+1 intersections. We can obtain an improved bound by using a new result of Kahn, Linial, and
Samorodintsky [17] which shows that the sizes of all 2k+1
intersections are in fact uniquely determined by the sizes of
all intersections of at most 2 log k + 2 sets. More formally:
Lemma
6 (Implicit in Kahn et al. [17]) Let
fT gmi=1 and
0  [`]i. For
fTi0 gmi=1 be two families of sets,
where
T
;
T
any
i
i
T
R T[m] let aR be the size of i2R Ti , and let a0R be the size
of i2R Ti0 . If aR = a0R for every subset R of size at most
log ` + 1, then aR = a0R for every R.
How exactly can we use this lemma? Let us rst note
that in our case, the size of the domain over which the sets
S = fSi ; S1 ; : : : ; St+tg are de ned is bounded by (t + t +
1)k  (k +1)k. Assume that we have a way of computing the
sizes of all intersections of at most 2 log k+2  log((k+1)k)+
1 of the sets in S . Since 0the sets fS1 ; : : : ; St+tg are known,
we need only nd a set Si so that0 the size
of any intersection
of at most 2 log k + 2 sets in S = fSi0 ; S1 ; : : : ; St+tg equals
the size of the corresponding intersection in S . Lemma 6
then tells us that
the size of any intersection (of any number
of sets) in S 0 equals the size of the respective
intersection
0 , we search through
in S . In
order
to
nd
such
a
set
S
i
all O(k2k ) possible Si0 (that is, all possible connections of
the new gate oi to the inputs feeding the already correctly
reconstructed gates o1 ; : : : ; ot+t) until we nd a connection
consistent with the sizes of the intersections computed.
Thus, we are nally left only with the problem of computing the sizes of all small intersections. The next combinatorial lemma shows that this problem further reduces
to computing the sizes of the corresponding unions , which
nally allows us to apply the procedure of Lemma 3.
Lemma 7 Let T1 ; : : : ; Tr be sets over some domain X . Given
the sizes of all unions of the Ti , the sizes of all2rintersections
of the Ti can be computed exactly in time O(2 ).
Proof: (Sketch) Follows from the inclusion-exclusion identity and a simple inductive argument.
(Lemma 7)
We are now ready to complete the proof of the main
theorem. By combining Lemma 5, Lemma 7, and Lemma 3,
we have proved the following: for every 1  i  n, and
for every2 basic block B in phase2ik,+log
withk probability
at least
1 , =(n k), and in time O((2k)
(log2 k + log(n=))),
our algorithm computes exactly the number of inputs in B
which should be connected to oi .
In each phase there are at most kn basic blocks, and
there are n phases. Hence, with probability at least 1 ,  all
computations are done correctly and consequently all gates
are reconstructed correctly. The total running time of the
algorithm is
O(n2 (2k)2k+log k+1 (log2 k + log(n=))):
(Theorem 2)

5 Learning Mixtures of Hamming Balls
A Hamming ball distribution
over f0; 1gn is de ned by a
n
center vector ~x 2 f0; 1g and a corruption probability p 2
[0; 1]. The distribution h~x; pi generates a vector ~y 2 f0; 1gn
in the following simple way: for each bit 1  i  n, yi = xi
with probability 1 , p, and yi = xi with probability p. Note
that p = 1=2 yields the uniform distribution for any center
vector ~x. It is easy to see that Hamming ball distributions

4 Learning Parity Gate Distributions
We say that distribution D over f0; 1gn is a parity distribution if there is a depth-one circuit of n polynomiallybounded fan-in parity gates, such that when truly random
5

details, the reader can easily establish that while our rst
learning algorithm for Hamming ball mixtures has no obvious application to the unsupervised learning problem, our
second algorithm can in fact be used to obtain near-optimal
classi cation in polynomial time.
In presenting our algorithms, we assume that the common corruption probability p is known; in the full paper, we
show how this assumption can be weakened using a standard
binary search method.
Recall that in Section 2 we argued that Kullback-Leibler
divergence n was the equivalent of random guessing, so the
accuracy achieved by the algorithm of the following theorem
is nontrivial, although far from perfect.
Theorem 10 The class HB kn [C ] is O~ (ppn)-learnable 1 with
an evaluator and generator in time

have both polynomial-size generators and polynomial-size
evaluators.
Hamming ball distributions are a natural model for concepts in which there is a \canonical" example of the concept
(represented by the center vector) that is the most probable
or typical example, and in which the probability decreases as
the number of attributes in common with this canonical example decreases. For instance, we might suppose that there
is a canonical robin (with typical size, wing span, markings,
and so on) and that the distribution of robins resembles a
Hamming ball around this canonical robin.
As we shall see shortly, there is an extremely simple
and ecient algorithm for exactly learning Hamming balls
with a generator and evaluator. In this section, we are interested in the learnability of linear mixtures of Hamming
ball distributions. Thus, fork any natural numbers n and
k, the distribution class
HB n is de ned as follows. Each
distribution D 2 HB kn is parameterized by k ntriples D =
(h~x1 ; p1 ; q1 i; : : : ; h~xk ; pk ; qk i), where ~xi 2 f0; 1g , pi 2 [0; 1],
and
q 2 [0; 1]. The qi are additionally constrained by
Pk i
i=1 qi = 1. The qi are the mixture coecients , and the
distribution D is generated by rst choosing an index i according to the distribution de ned by the
mixture coecients qi , and then generating ~y 2 f0; 1gn according to the
Hamming ball distribution h~xi ; pi i.
Linear mixtures of Hamming balls are a natural model
for concepts in which there may be several unrelated subcategories of the concept, each with its own canonical representative. For instance, we might suppose that the distribution
of birds can be approximated by a mixture of Hamming balls
around a canonical robin, a canonical chicken, a canonical
amingo, and so on, with the mixture coecient for chickens
being considerablyk larger than that for amingos.
The class HB n [U ] is the subclass of HB kn in which the
mixture coecientsk are uniform, so q1 = q2 =    = qk =
1=k. The class HB n [C ] is the subclass with the restriction
that for each distribution, there is a common corruption
probability for allk balls in the mixture, so p1 = p2 =  =
pk . The class HB n [U;C ] obeys both restrictions.
In this section, we give two rather di erent algorithms for
the class HB kn [C ] whose performance is incomparable. The
rst is a \weak" learning algorithm that is mildly superpolynomial. The second is a \strong" algorithm thatk is actually
an exact learning algorithm for the subclass HB n [U; C ] and
runs in time polynomial in n but exponential in k. For k a
superlogarithmic function of n, the rst algorithm is faster,
otherwise the second is faster.
Hamming ball mixtures are the distributions we study
that perhaps come closest to those classically studied in pattern recognition, and they provide a natural setting for consideration of the unsupervised learning problem mentioned
brie y in Section 1. The goal in the unsupervised learning
problem for Hamming ball mixtures would not be to simply
model the distribution of birds, but for each draw from the
target distribution, to predict the type of bird (that is, to
correctly associate each draw with the Hamming ball that
actually generated the draw). Thus, we must classify the
observations from the target distribution despite the fact
that no classi cations are provided with these observations,
even during the training phase (hence the name unsupervised learning). There obviously may be some large residual
error that is inevitable in this classi cation task | even if
we know the target mixture exactly, there are some observations that may be equally likely to have been generated by
several di erent centers. The optimal classi er is obtained
by simply associating each observation with the center that
assigns the highest likelihood to the observation (taking the
mixture coecients into account). Although we omit the
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Proof: k(Sketch) We sketch the main ideas for the smaller

class HB n [U;C ], and indicate how we can remove the assumption of uniform mixture coecients at the end of the
proof. Thus let f~x1 ; : : : ; ~xk g be the target centers, let q1 =
 = qk = 1=k, and let p < 1=2 be the xed common corruption probability. We begin by giving a simple but important
lemma.
Lemma 11 For any Hamming ball h~x; pi, the vector ~x can
be recovered exactly in polynomial time with probability at
least 1 , , using only


O (1 ,p2p)2 log n



observations.
Proof: (Sketch) The algorithm takes the bitwise majority
vote of the observations to compute its hypothesis center. A
simple Cherno bound analysis yields the stated bound on
the number of observations.
(Lemma 11)
We can now explain the main ideas behind our algorithm
and its analysis. The algorithm is divided into two stages:
the candidate centers stage, and the covering stage. In the
candidate centers stage,
we take a sample of vectors of size
(k log k  (p=(1 , 2p)2 ) log(n=)) from the mixture. This
sample size is sucient to ensure that with high 2probability,
each of the target centers was used ((p=(1 , 2p) ) log(n=))
times to generate a sample vector (here we are using the
fact that the mixture coecients are uniform; in the general
analysis, we replace this by a sample suciently large to hit
all the \heavy" centers many times). By Lemma 11, if we
knew a large enough subset of sample vectors which were
all generated by corruptions of the same target center, we
could simply take the bitwise majority of these vectors to
recover this target center exactly. Since we do not know such
a subsample, we instead obtain a bitwise majority
candidate
center for every subset of size ((p=(1 , 2p)2 ) log(n=)) in
the sample. Lemma 11 guarantees that for those subsets
that were actually generated by corruptions of a single target
center, the bitwise majority will recover that center. The
number of sample subsets we examine is thus

2 ) log(n=))
(
k
log
k

(
p=
(1
,
2
p
)
` =
((p=(1 , 2p)2 ) log(n=))
,

n
= k (1,2p)2 log 
p



1 The O~( ) notation hides logarithmic factors in the same way that
O( ) notation hides constant factors.
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(Here, H(p) = ,p log(p) , (1 , p) log(1 , p) is the standard
binary entropy function.)
Furthermore, it can be shown that the expected log-loss
of the target distribution is lower bounded by nH(p) [8].
Thus, provided m is suciently large for the uniform convergence of the expected log-losses to the true log-losses [14],
we are ensured that the expected log-loss of our hypothesis
exceeds that of the target by at most

The dependence on n in the bound on ` is mildly superpolynomial, and it is this quantity that dominates our nal
running time. Thus, the0 candidate
centers stage results in a
large set of vectors f~x1 ; : : : ; x~ 0̀ g that with high probability
contains all the target centers. Our goal now is to construct
a set covering problem in order to choose a polynomial-size
subset of the ` candidate centers that form a \good" hypothesis mixture. This covering stage will run in time polynomial
in `.
We begin the covering stage by drawing an additional
sample of m vectors S = f~y1 ; : : : ; y~m g, where m will be determined
by the analysis. We say that a candidate center
~x0i d0-covers the sample vector ~yj if (~x0i; y~j )  pn + d, where
(~xi ; y~j ) denotes the Hamming distance between the vectors. Thus, a center covers a sample vector if the Hamming
distance between them exceeds the expected value pn by
at most d (where the expected value is taken under the assumption that the center actually did generate the vector).
A collection C of candidate centers will be called a d-cover
of S if each s 2 S is d-covered by some center c 2 C .
The following lemma, whose proof is straightforward and
omitted, provides a value for d ensuring that the target centers form a d-cover.
Lemma 12 For any m and any , with probability 1 , 
over the generation of the observations S p
= f~y1 ; : : : ; ~ym g,
the target centers f~x1 ; : : : ; x~ k g form an O( pn log(m=))cover of S .
By identifying
each candidate center with the subset of S
p
that it O( pn log(m=))-covers, by Lemma 12 we have constructed an instance of set cover in which the optimal cover
has cardinality at most k. By applying the greedy algorithm,
we obtain a subcollection of at most k log m candidate centers that covers S [7]. Let us assume without
loss of generality that this subcollection is simply f~x01 ; : : : ; x~ 0k log m g = C 0 .
Our hypothesis distribution is this subcollection, with corruption probability p and uniform mixture coecients, that
is, qi = 1=(k log m).
To analyze our performance, we will take the standard
approach of comparing the log-loss of our hypothesis on S to
the log-loss of the target distribution
on S [14]. We de ne
P
the log-loss by loss (D; S ) = ~y2S , log D[~y] where D[~y]
denotes the probability ~y is generated by the distribution D.
Eventually we shall use the fact that for a suciently large
sample, the di erence between the log-loss of our hypothesis
and the log-loss of the target gives an upper bound on the
Kullback-Leibler divergence [14].
p
Note that since our hypothesis centers O( pn log(m=))cover the sample S , and each hypothesis center is given mixture coecient 1=(k log m), our hypothesis assigns probability at least

,
,

,
1 ppn+O ppn log(m=) (1 , p)n, pn+O ppn log(m=)
k log m
to every vector in S . The following lemma translates this
lower bound on the probability our hypothesis assigns to
each vector into an upper bound on the log-loss incurred by
our hypothesis on each vector.

Lemma 13


O

p



pn log(m=)



log p1 , log 1 ,1 p + log k + log log m

and this is by de nition an upper bound on the KullbackLeibler divergence. It can be3 shown (details omitted) that
the choice m = (log(1p
=p)kn ) suces, giving a nal divergence bound that is O~ ( pn) as desired.
To dispose of the assumption of uniform mixture coecients requires two steps that we merely sketch here.
First, as we have already mentioned, in the candidate centers phase we will sample only enough to obtain a suciently
large number of observations from the \heavy" centers. This
will mean that in the covering phase, we will not be ensured
that there is a complete covering of the second set of observations S in our candidate centers set, but there will be a
partial covering. We can then use the greedy heuristic for
the partial cover problem [19] and conduct a similar analysis.
(Theorem 10)
In contrast to the covering approach taken in the algorithm of Theorem 10, the algorithm of the following theorem
uses an equation-solving technique.

Theorem 14 For corruption probability p < 1=2, the class
HB kn [C ] is learnable with an evaluator and a generator in
time polynomial in n, 1=, 1=, 2k and (1 , 2p),k .

Proof: (Sketch) Let the target distribution D 2 HB kn [C ]
be (h~x1 ; p; q1 i; : : : ; h~xk ; p; qk i). Let X be the random variable representing the randomly chosen center vector (that
is, X = ~xi with probability qi ). Note that we do not have
direct access to the random variable X .
Our algorithm for learning such a distribution makes use
of a subroutine prob which estimates the probability that
a chosen set of bits of X are set to particular values. That
is, prob takes as input lists i1 ; : : : ; i` 2 [n] and b1 ; : : : ; b` 2
f0; 1g, and returns (with high probability) an estimate (to
any given accuracy) of the probability that Xij = bj for j =
1; : : : ; `. Assuming for now that such a subroutine exists, we
show how to learn D. Later, we sketch an implementation
of the subroutine prob.
To learn the distribution D, it suces to learn the distribution of the random center X since the noise process is
known. To do this, we use prob to construct a binary tree T
which represents an approximation of X 's distribution (and
that can be used for either generation or evaluation of the
distribution D).
Each (internal) node of the tree T is labeled with an
index i 2 [n] and a probability r. Each node has a 0-child
and a n1-child. The leaves are labeled with an assignment ~a 2
f0; 1g . We interpret such a tree as a representation of the
distribution induced by the following process for choosing a
vector ~y: beginning at the root node labeled (i; r), we ip
a biased coin with probability r of heads. If heads, we set
yi = 1 and we traverse to the 1-child of the current node;
if tails, we set yi = 0 and we move on to the 0-child. This
process is repeated until a leaf node is reached with label ~a.
At this point, all the bits of ~y that have not already been
assigned are set to the value given by ~a.



, log k log1 m ppn+d (1 , p)n,(pn+d)


1
1
= nH(p) + d log p , log 1 , p + log k + log log m:
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A tree T representing approximately the distribution on
centers X can be constructed using prob as follows. Initially, the tree is empty. We begin by obtaining from prob
for each i 2 [n] an estimate of the probability that Xi = 1.
If all of these estimates are very close to 0 or 1, then the
probability must be high that X is equal to some vector ~a;
we therefore make the root a leaf labeled by ~a. Clearly, T
in this case is a good approximation of X .
On the other hand, if for some i, the estimated probability r that Xi = 1 is not close to 0 or 1, then we make the
root a node labeled (i; r), and we recursively compute the
subtrees subtended by the children of this node; these subtrees represent the distribution of the center X conditioned
on Xi set to 0 or 1.
More speci cally, we follow essentially the same procedure to compute the rest of the tree T . Suppose we are
currently attempting to label a node in T that is reached by
following a sequence of nodes labeled i1 ; : : : ; i` where ij+1 is
the bj -child of ij (j = 1; : : : ; ` , 1) and the current node is
the b` -child of i` . For each i 2 [n], we use prob to estimate
the conditional probability that Xi = 1 given that Xij = bj
for j = 1; : : : ; `. If, for all i, these estimates are close to 0
or 1, then this node is made into a leaf with the appropriate
label. Otherwise, if the estimated conditional probability r
for some index i is suciently far from 0 and 1, then the
node is labeled (i; r), and the process continues recursively
with the current node's children.
Assuming the reliability of subroutine prob, we show in
the full paper that the resulting tree T has at most k leaves.
Brie y, this is shown by arguing that the number of centers
~xi compatible with a node of the tree (so that the labels on
the path to the node agree with the corresponding bits of
~xi ) is strictly greater than the number of centers compatible
with either of the node's children. Using this fact, it can
be shown that only polynomially many calls to prob are
needed, and moreover that each call involves a list of at
most k indices (that is, `  k on each call to prob). That
T represents a good approximation of the distribution of X
follows by a straightforward induction argument.
It remains then only to show how to construct the subroutine prob. For ease of notation, assume without loss of
generality that we are attempting to estimate the probability distribution on the rst ` bits of X . We will show how
this can be done
in time polynomial in the usual parameters
and (1 , 2p),` .
For a set S  [`], let PS be the probability that the
chosen center vector X is such that Xi = 1 for i 2 S and
Xi = 0 for i 2 [`],S . Our goal is to estimate one of the PS 's.
Similarly, let QS be the probability that the observed vector
Y is such that Yi = 1 for i 2 S and Yi = 0 for i 2 [`] , S .
Note that the QS 's can be easily estimated from a random
sample using Cherno bounds.
Each QS can be written as a linear combination of the
PS 's. Speci cally,

QS =

X

This completes the sketch of prob, and of the proof of
Theorem 14.
(Theorem 14)
6 Hardness Results
In this section we give hardness results indicating the limits
of ecient learnability in our model. Note that just as in the
PAC model, we should distinguish between representation
dependent hardness results, in which the intractability is
the result of demanding that the learning algorithm output
a hypothesis of certain syntactic form, and representation
independent hardness results, in which a learning problem
is shown hard regardless of the form of the hypothesis [20]
and thus is inherently hard.
While we seek only results of the second type, we must
still specify whether it is learning with an evaluator or learning with a generator that is hard, or both. We prove below
that it is hard to learn certain probabilistic nite automata
with an evaluator, under an assumption on the intractability
of PAC learning parity functions with noise.
For learning with a generator, it is only for the powerful
class of all polynomial-size circuit generators that we can
prove hardness; the proof relies on the strong properties of
pseudo-random functions [12].
6.1 Hardness of Learning Probabilistic Finite Automata
with an Evaluator
We de ne a class of distributions PFAn over f0; 1gn generated by probabilistic nite automata. A distribution in
PFAn is de ned by a nite automaton in which the number of states is bounded by a xed polynomial in n, each
state has a single outgoing transition labeled 0 and a single
outgoing transition labeled 1, and each transition is also labeled by a probability such that for each state the sum of
the two probabilities from that state is 1. There are no labels on the states. This automaton is used to generate n-bit
strings by the following process: the automaton starts at
its designated start state, and takes n steps. At each step,
an outgoing transition is chosen at random according to its
associated probability, and the f0; 1g label of the chosen
transition is the next output bit. The resulting distribution
has both polynomial-size generators and evaluators.
Abe and Warmuth [1] showed that it is hard in a representation dependent sense to learn a probabilistic automaton de ned over a large alphabet. Here, we give evidence
for the representation independent intractability of learning PFAn with an evaluator (even when the alphabet has
cardinality two). We argue this by demonstrating that the
problem of learning parity functions in the presence of classi cation noise with respect to the uniform distribution can
be embedded in the PFAn learning problem. Thus we prove
our theorem under the following conjecture, for which some
evidence has been provided in recent papers [18, 3].
Conjecture 151 (Noisy Parity Assumption) There is a constant 0 <  < 2 such that there is no ecient algorithm for
learning parity functions under the uniform distribution in
the PAC model with classi cation noise rate .
Theorem 16 Under the Noisy Parity Assumption, the class
PFAn is not eciently learnable with an evaluator.
Proof: n,(Sketch)
We show that for any parity function fS
on f0; 1g 1 , where S  fx1 ; : : : ; xn,1 g and fS (~x) = 1 if and
only if the parity of ~x on the set S is 1, there is a distribution
DS in PFAn that is uniform on the rst n , 1 bits, and whose
nth bit is fS applied to the rst n , 1 bits with probability
1 , , and is the complement of this value with probability

(1 , p)n,jS4T j pjS4T j PT

T [`]

(where S 4T is the symmetric di erence of S and T ). That
is, in matrix form, Q = ApP for some matrix Ap that depends only on the noise rate p. Since Ap is known, we thus
can estimate the vector P by rst estimating Q from a random sample by a vector Q^ , and then computing P^ = A,p 1 Q^ .
To see that P^ is a good estimate of P , it can be shown
that jjP^ , P jj  jj,1  jjQ^ , Qjj, where  is the smallest
eigenvalue of Ap . Moreover, it can shown that  = (1 , 2p)`
(details omitted).
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many n2n-bit vectors of the form h~xi ; fk (~xi )i by choosing ~x 2
f0; 1g randomly; these 2n-bit vectors will be distributed
exactly according to Dk . Let D^ denote the generator output by A following this simulation. Assume that the KL
divergence is at most `, that is,
X
1
1 log
, n  `:
KL(Dk jjD^ ) =
n
^
2
D[~x; fk (~x)]
~x2f0;1gn

. Thus, the distribution DS essentially generates random
noisy labeled examples of fS . This is easily accomplished by
a probabilistic nite automaton with two parallel \tracks",
the 0-track and the 1-track, of n levels each. If at any time
during the generation of a string we are in the b-track, b 2
f0; 1g, this means that the parity of the string generated
so far restricted to the variable set S is b. Let sb;i denote
the ith state in the b-track. If the variable xi 62 S (so xi is
irrelevant to fS ), then both the 0 and 1 transitions from sb;i
go to sb;i+1 (there is no switching of tracks). If xi 2 S , then
the 0-transition of sb;i goes to sb;i+1 , but the 1-transition
goes to s:b;i+1 (we switch tracks because the parity of S so
far has changed). All these transitions are given probability
1=2, so the bits are uniformly generated. Finally, from sb;n,1
we make a b-transition with probability 1 ,  and a :btransition with probability . It is easily veri ed that this
construction implements the promised noisy distribution for
random labeled examples of fS .
It can be shown that if D^ is a hypothesis evaluator satisfyingn,KL
(DS jjD^ )  (1 , H()), then for a random ~x 2
f0; 1g 1 we can determine fS (~x) with probability 1 ,  by
checking which of ~x0 and ~x1 has larger probability under
D^ and answering accordingly. This contradicts the Noisy
Parity Assumption.

The probability thatPD^ actually generates a correct pair
h~x; fk (~x)i is simply x D^ [~x; fk (~x)]. We claim that for at
least a fraction 1=n of the ~x, D^ [~x; fk (~x)]  1=22+`+n ; otherwise the KL divergence would be more than `. Therefore
the probability
that D^ generates a correct pair is at least
1=(4n2` ). Since only p(n) of the 2n =n correct pairs were
drawn for the simulation of A, it follows that the probability that D^ outputs a new correct pair h~x; fk (~x)i is at least
1=5n2` . Therefore, for ` = O(log n) this probability is an inverse polynomial, which is a contradiction. (Theorem 17)
7 Distribution Learning and Compression
It is true in many probabilistic learning models that \compression implies learning": if there is an ecient algorithm
that can always nd a \short explanation" for a random
sample, then that algorithm is a learning algorithm provided
it is given a suciently large sample. This powerful principle
goes by the name Occam's Razor, and it can be veri ed for
many learning models, including our distribution learning
model [5, 6, 21, 14].
In the distribution-free PAC model, the converse to Occam's Razor can be shown to hold as well [11, 22]. Specifically, if any class of polynomial-size circuits over f0; 1gn is
eciently learnable in the distribution-free PAC model, then
it is eciently learnable by an algorithm whose hypothesis
is a boolean circuit whose size depends polynomially on n
but only logarithmically on 1=. (Such statements are interesting only in the computationally bounded setting; without
computational constraints, they hold trivially.) This should
be contrasted with the fact that for many distributions, it
is possible to prove an (1=) lower bound on the number
of examples any learning algorithm must see when learning
under those speci c distributions [6]. In other words, in the
distribution-free PAC model it is impossible to construct a
class of functions that is eciently learnable only by an algorithm whose hypothesis stores a complete table of all the
examples seen during training | there must always exist
an ecient algorithm whose hypothesis manages to \forget"
most of the sample.
Intriguingly, in our model, it seems entirely possible that
there might be classes of distributions that are eciently
learnable only by \memorizing" algorithms | that is, algorithms whose hypothesis distribution has small log-loss,
but whose size is not signi cantly smaller than the sample
itself. It is interesting to note as an aside that many of the
standard statistical algorithms (such as the nearest-neighbor
and kernel-based algorithms surveyed by Izenman [16]) also
involve the memorization of the entire sample.
We now make a concrete proposal for a counterexample
to the converse of Occam's Razor for learning with a generator. We call the distribution class HC n , standing for Hidden
Coin , because each distribution can be thought of as generating a biased coin ip \hidden" in a number, with the
property that no polynomial-time algorithm can determine
the outcome of the coin ip, but the numbers are sucient
to generate further biased ips. The construction is simple,

(Theorem 16)

6.2 Hardness of Learning Polynomial-Size Circuit Distributions with a Generator
While Theorem 16 demonstrates that we should not seek
algorithms for learning probabilistic automata with an evaluator, it leaves open the possibility of learning with a generator. Which classes are hard to learn even with a generator?n
Let POLY n denote the class of distributions over f0; 1g
generated by circuits of size at most some xed polynomial
in n. In the following theorem, we show that POLY n is not
eciently learnable with a generator. The construction uses
the strong properties of pseudo-random functions [12].

Theorem 17 If there exists a one-way function, POLY n is

not eciently learnable with an evaluator or with a generator.

Proof: (Sketch) We use the construction of small circuits

indistinguishable from truly random functions due to Goldreich, Goldwasser and Micali [12]. Brie y, for nevery n there
exists a class of functions f1 ; : : : ; f2n : f0; 1g ! f0; 1gn ,
each computable by a circuit of size polynomial in n, and
with the following remarkable property: let k be chosen randomly, and let A be any polynomial-time algorithm provided
with an oracle for the function fk . After making a polynomial number
of dynamically chosen queries ~x1 ; : : : ; x~ p(n) 2
f0; 1gn and receiving the responses fk (~x1 ); : : : ; fk (~xp(n) ), algorithm A chooses any exam vector ~x satisfying ~x 6= ~xi for
all 1  i  p(n). A then receives fk (~x) and a random
~r 2 f0; 1gn , but in a random order. Then the advantage
that A has in distinguishing fk (~x) from ~r vanishes faster
than any inverse polynomial in n.
The hard subclass of distributions in POLY 2n is de ned
as follows: for each of the functions2n fk over f0; 1gn , let Dk
denote the distribution over f0; 1g that is uniform on the
rst n bits, but whose last n bits are always fk applied to
the rst n bits. The fact that the Dk can be generated by
polynomial-size circuits follows immediately from the small
circuits for the fk (in fact, the Dk have polynomial-size evaluators as well).
Now suppose for contradiction that A is a polynomialtime algorithm for learning POLY with a generator. Then
given an oracle for fk , we can simulate A by generating
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and based on quadratic residues. For any n, each distribution in the class HC n will be de ned by a tuple hp; q; r; z i.
Here p and q are n=4-bit primes (let N = p2  q), r 2 [0; 1],
and z 2 ZN is any element such that z 6= x mod N for all
x 2 ZN (that is, z is a quadratic non-residue). The tuple
hp; q; r; z i generates
the following distribution: rst a random x2 2 ZN is chosen. Then with probability r, we set
y = x mod2 N (a residue), and with probability 1 , r, we
set y = zx mod nN (a non-residue). The generated output
is (y; N ) 2 f0; 1g . It is easy to verify that HC n has both
polynomial-size generators and evaluators.
Theorem 18 The class HC n is eciently learnable with a
generator, and under the Quadratic Residue Assumption [4]
is not eciently learnable with an evaluator.
Proof: (Sketch) The hardness of learning with an evaluator is straightforward and omitted. The algorithm for
learning with a generator simply takes a large sample S =
h(y1 ; N ); : : : ; (ym ; N )i from the distribution. Note that if r^
is the fraction of the yi appearing in S that are residues,
then if m = (1=2 ) we have jr , r^j   with high probability (although of course our polynomial-time algorithm has
no obvious means of determining r^). Our algorithm simply
outputs the entire sample S as its hypothesis representation.
The distribution DS de ned by S is understood to be generated by rst choosing x 2 ZN randomly, then randomly
selecting a y2i appearing in S , and letting the generated output be (yi x mod N; N ) (note that N is available from S ).
It is easy to see that DS outputs a random residue with
probability exactly r^, and thus has divergence at most  to
the target.
(Theorem 18)
The challenge is to nd an ecient algorithm whose hypothesis is considerably more succinct than the one provided
above, but we do not believe that such an algorithm exists.
The following conjecture, if correct, would establish the failure of a strong converse to Occam's Razor for learning with
a generator: unlike the PAC model, where hypothesis size
always has an O(log(1=)) dependence on , we conjecture
that for some positive , an (1= ) hypothesis size dependence is required for the ecient learning of HC n with a
generator.
Conjecture 19 Under the Quadratic Residue Assumption,
for some > 0 there is no ecient algorithm for learning
the class HC n with a generator whose hypothesis size has an
O(1= ) dependence on .
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